We study the effect of meson loops on the chiral anomaK action given by Witten as an integral over a five dimensional space. The coefficient of the anomaly, quantized in terms of the number of colors, is not modified by loops. All of the loop corrections are given b~ local four-dimensional chiral Lagrangians which contribute, in higher order in the momenta, to the same physical processes as the anomaly. We discuss the modifications of the decays ,":,~ ~ yy, ~yy, ~o.....yg,.f . ~q~y?,.?, .
I. Introduction
The structure of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at low energy is best described in terms of the nonlinear effective chiral Lagrangians [1] [2] [3] [4] . These involve the low energy fields, pions, kaons, etc., and photons, and incorporate all of the interactions between them in a relatively simple dynamical framework. The effective Lagrangians are written as an expansion in terms of the energy and mass of the particles. In coordinate space this involves an expansion in the number of derivatives, where the lowest order term with two derivatives yields the dominant effects at low energy. Lagrangians with four derivatives provide corrections to these predictions. However, the main theoretical interest actually focuses on these next to leading (four derivative) terms. This is because the lowest order predictions are fixed by chiral symmetry alone (in terms of F,., and rn,,), while the higher order Lagrangians (whose effects are clearly visible in the data) vary according to the underlying theory. They are in principle uniquely predicted in QCD and can form tests of our calculational methods or our understanding of QCD. There are many attempts directed at characterizing the structure of the low energy world in terms of chiral Lagrangians, and the study of the connection between the phenomenological results and QCD.
In this paper we propose to begin the extension of this program to the anomalous sector of QCD [5] [6] [7] [8] . Besides the obvious interest in the structure of QCD, this effort has significant extra theoretical interest. The effect of the anomaly cannot be given in terms of a standard local effective Lagrangian. Remarkably, however, it can be written as an integral of a local density over a five dimensional space whose boundary is on four dimensional space-time, the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) anomaly construction [7, 8] . Even more remarkably, the coefficient of the Lagrangian is quantized and is given by the number of colors in QCD. This is a fascinating object whose structure has an intrinsic interest. In the effective Lagrangian program the meson loops must be considered, and its is of interest to see whether the quantization of the Lagrangian is modified by renormalizations. Also loops will always generate new forms of Lagrangians with more derivatives. Will these new Lagrangians also be defined in five dimensional space or are they local in four dimensions? On a more phenomenological level, are the well-known predictions of ~r° --* T.r, rt ~ TT modified, and can we understand the off-shell behavior contained in 7r°~ T.r*--' re "e-? In this paper we perform the one loop renormalization of the anomaly and we will answer these questions. We will address both formal and phenomenological issues.
The treatment of loops in a technically nonrenormalizable theory is slightly more subtle than usual, but in fact is well defined in the context of a low energy expansion. Loops are required in order to include low energy effects dictated by unitarity, i.e. the inclusion of physical intermediate states in various transitions. However, the high momentum portions of loop calculations will produce divergences. These effects can all be absorbed into the renormalization of the physical parameters of both the lower order and higher order Lagrangians. The need to include the higher order Lagrangians is related to the sense in which the theory is nonrenormalizable. The inclusion of more loops requires the introduction of higher and higher order terms in the Lagrangian, until ultimately an infinite number of parameter need to be introduced. However, in a low energy expansion, we can work to any fixed number of derivatives and there is only a small finite number of parameters which need to be included. One can always choose an energy low enough so that the contribution of the remaining terms (infinite in number) is negligible. In QCD, one does very well at low energies including up to four derivatives in the Lagrangian.
In sect. 2, we begin by reviewing the structure of chiral Lagrangians, with particular emphasis on the WZW anomaly construction. Then in sect. 3 we calculate the one loop effects using heat kernel techniques [4] along with dimensional regularization. Sect. 4 explores the theoretical and phenomenological consequences of our results, while sect. 5 contains a summary and conclusions.
Chiral Lagrangians
The fundamental object in chiral SU(3) theories is the 3 × 3 chiral matrix U, which transforms as U~ R+UL (1) under chiral rotation, where L(R) are the SU(3) matrices describing the left handed (right handed) transformation. The small fluctuations of U around the identity matrix are the pseudoscalar mesons, and we parametrize U by
where ffA, A = 1 ..... 8 is the meson octet and F can be identified, to first order. 
The first term is invariant under chiral rotation. The second is not, reflecting the small breaking of chiral symmetry due to quark masses. Both terms are of the same order in the energy expansion because a factor of m 2 is equivalent in the counting of energy to two derivatives, i.e. O~,O ~' -q2 _ m 2. In order to add photons to the theory at this order, one need only to change the usual derivatives into covariant derivatives, with where
is the charge matrix, leading to the usual charge assignment for the mesons. The Lagrangians to next order (four derivatives) have been catalogued by Gasser and Leutwyler [4] . These authors have also performed the one loop renormalizations of the non-anomalous sector of the theory, and our method will bc similar to theirs. (8) T/~ = Tr(Q2La + Q2Ra + ½ U'QUQLI3 + t2UQU QR/~). (9) The five dimensional integral has as its boundary the normal four dimensional space-time, and for this to make sense each term in the expansion of the integrand must be expressible in terms of a total derivative such that only the surface term is relevant to the integration, i.e. it must ultimately only depend on the field values in normal space-time. Explicit calculation can be used to verify this term by term. Note that this form has been corrected from the result given in ref. [8] in order to make it parity conserving [9] . Physical processes which are contained in this Lagrangian include K'K---,*r+~r-~ "°, e'e --,7"~3~r, and 7r°--,Vy, one from each of the three terms in ref. [7] .
One loop expansion of the anomaly
In order to compute the first quantum corrections to the effective action, wc expand the chiral matrix U about a unitary background value U(x), U= /~+ 8U= U(1 +k), (10) with a= ~~sv.
In order to maintain unitarity, we use U += U*-AU'+ AAU++ ... (12) More importantly, the currents have the expansion
where
There will be a corresponding expansion of the Lagrangian in powers of A,
where .£°2 is quadratic in ,5. The linear term, .L-'°l, will vanish for all matrix fields U satisfying the equations of motion. In order to obtain the one loop effective action for U. one integrates .L-t': over all of the fluctuation , 5 . In what follows all quantities appearing will be U, L~, or R~,, and we will drop the bars. The expansion of the four dimensional terms in the action is straightforward. The five dimensional ones require some extra effort to remove the dependence on the fifth coordinate. In order to see how this may be accomplished consider a particular term in the expansion of £-Wwz w, 19) which can be turned into a surface (i.e. four dimensional) integral
I= ½ fd'xe"""aTr(aL,,L.aL,,L,). (20)
With some effort, all of the terms in the expansion can be integrated similarly and turned into four-dimensional integrals. We find a second variation of the form
Already at this stage, one of our theoretical questions is answered. It is clear that all of the one loop counterterms will be four dimensional rather than a five dimensional construction. This in turn implies that the quantized coefficient of the WZW term cannot be modified. We will return to these issues later. 
In order to evaluate loop effects, we need to add this to the variation of the lowest order Lagrangian. Using 
Here I'~ Ae and o0 An follows from cL 0 
r.,,Fo~
In writing eq. (28) we have left out a piece which is proportional to the equation of motion (that is the coefficient of the first variation of the action in A): see appendix B. Terms of order &S ~' are higher order O(p~) and they are irrelevant for our work. The integration over the quantum variables may now be performed easily
In order to evaluate this we can use heat kernel techniques in order to write the determinant as
where Tr' includes a trace over the space-time indices, while Tr (without the prime) does not. We have gone to a dimensional regularization scheme (primarily in order to be compatible with earlier work [4] 
where we have dropped terms of order S 2 and o~,.zw. The heat parameter integration can be done in order to obtain an effective potential 
The effective action
We have verified that the nonanomalous terms in eq. (36) reproduce the results of Gasser and Leutwyler. The new physics lies in anomalous terms. The first step is verifying that Tr(owzw) = 0.
The explicit verification is cumbersome; this equation, however, is required by general consideration. Owz w is of order p4, and it is well known that there is no 
but it vanishes for an on-shell photon. In fig. 1 are shown the diagrams which give the order p4 corrections. The K loops have been calculated in ref. [10] for on-shell photons with the result that the Tr ° decay amplitude is again represented by eq. (41a) if F is replaced by the physical renormalized value F,, for ~r decay and for the ~s amplitude by the physical r& decay constant Fs, predicted to be (at the leading log level) m~.
.,~. "4 "'~, Eq. (41) also contributes to off-shell photon processes, such as ~r °--, 7e'e , or r I --+ ye+e . Lately, it is also becoming possible to measure the inverse reactions e'e --+e-c "ty--,e-e rr°(rD. One of the two photons may be observed to be off-shell by measuring the recoil of the final state electron or positron (single aged events). This corresponds to the processes yy*--,~r°(rl) for large negative q2(4-momentum of y*).
At order p2 there may be modifications to the effective meson-y-y amplitude for both on-and off-shell photons. The one loop corrections discussed only contribute to the latter, but in the appendix we detail the O(p 2) Lagrangian which can contribute to the meson-7-y amplitude, in particular the terms which make finite contributkms to the decay of a neutral meson into two photons.
All corrections can be included in the amplitude by' means of a form factor G(m2,q 2) = 1 + Go(m 2 ) + Gl(q2): 
where we used dimensional regularization, with space-time dimension d. Clearly, for q2= 0, G = 1 [10] .
In view of this cancellation we split the integrals I, into a q2 independent term and a remainder; then , (
Ki(q 2) = -2zctg-lz + 2 ) q2
The factor between the brackets in eq. (49a) is called G l rcnWe note that for q2~ 0 (G-1) vanishes; the functions K, (eq. (49b)) are then zero. p.2 is the renormalization scale and can be absorbed into fl~, if desired. As for the rts, one obtains
G~,,(q 2) = G~,(q2). (SO)
For q2 > 4m~ (which is the case of the pion loop in rt-decay ) Go,(q 2) acquires an imaginary part, as expected from the existence of the rt--' 7r'v y intermediate state.
The loop corrections have some interesting theoretical aspects, even if they turn out to be small phenomenologically. In particular, the effective "charge radius", defined by c '(r2)q2...
(51) G~ = 1 + G o + 6 will diverge in the chiral limit, as m~, ---, 0. We find
which has a singularity as m,,--* 0. The same behavior was found for the electromagnetic charge radii of hadrons, and it is due to the long range pion tail in this limit. However, it does not mean that the form factor as a whole is ill-behaved. Indeed, we find that if we take m,, ~ 0, the form factor becomes
i.e. the behavior is of the form q: In q2 rather than purely quadratic. It is in this sense only that the charge radius diverges. The nonpolynomial aspect of the form factor also implies that there will be a different effective slope parameters in different regions of q2 if the experimenters fit to a purely quadratic form. Unfortunately, all of these interesting non-analytic features seem to be small on the scale of the experimental slope. The status of these difficult measurements is that 1/A 2 defined in eq. (52) 
In the case of the electron final states, radiative corrections are very important, and shift the value by a factor of two. The experiments have no agreement among themselves. However the non-analytic corrections enter at the level of (difference below and above threshold)
and hence are not likely to be visible with present experimental accuracy. In addition to the q2 dependence, G o adds interesting mass dependences in the amplitudes. In order to estimate them. we assume that the coefficients of the mass dependent terms are of the same order as those of the q2 piece. This is suggested by the counterterm coefficients c 5 and c 6 which contribute to both pieces. Using this as our guide, we would expect the corrections to the rate ~r ° --* yy to be of the size 6F,, 2m~ 10 2 (56)
where ,42 is the slope described above. This change is below the present experimental uncertainty [18] in the rate Despite its large size, it is more difficult to obtain a firm handle on this effect, due to ~s -~o mixing, which strongly influences the rate of ~ ~ ~,7. Using the notation of eq. (45) and adding riots mixing, one extracts from the data [10] 
where k o is defined through
We have not included a possible term G0(rh)) since it can be reabsorbed into the free constant F o.
The data is well understood by ~/-'O' mixing alone, with 0 = -20 °, F 0 --F,~. This mixing angle is quite consistent with other determinations [19] . The mass dependent correction then would appear mainly in a shift in the mixing angle. A range G0(rn2n) = +m2,/A 2= _+0.25 implies an uncertainty in 0 of about 5% consistent with the allowed range. To conclude, none of the mass dependent terms are at present required by experiment; however their existence would make a further improvement of the experimental data very desirable.
Conclusion
We have calculated the one loop modifications to the anomalous sector of the theory. This procedure preserves the quantization of the WZW anomaly Lagrangian in terms of the number of colors. In usual perturbation theory, this is a manifestation of the Adler-Bardeen theorem [11] , which states that the anomaly is not renormalized in higher order. It is also an indication that the anomaly is a unique object in the chiral Lagrangian framework. Not all Lagrangians involving an e ~'''l~ tensor are "anomalous" in any way. Indeed the U' Lagrangians (sixth power in energy) which we have found are perfectly standard terms in the energy expansion. If one were to write out the full chiral Lagrangian without any knowledge of the anomaly, one would have included these terms at order E 6. but ,xould not have found any local Lagrangian with an e ~'''''~ tensor at order E 4. The Sutherland Veltman theorem [12] which states that the v, ° ---, 7"~ amplitude vanishes as rn~ ~ 0, would follow immediately from this construction (as kinematicallv any E 6 ~.0 __, yy amplitude is required to have an overall factor of m~ for dimensional reasons). Thus these E 6 Lagrangians exhibit the expected, non-anomalous behavior. Thc WZW anomaly construction is the only way to violate the Sutherland Vcltman theorems by producing an E 4 amplitude. Chiral perturbation theory preserves this distinction by not modifying the WZW actions in any way.
It is, however, interesting that the loop expansion generates the E ~ Lagrangians starting from the WZW action. All are of the local four dimensional l,agrangian form: no five dimensional constructions are present. This is related to the inability to form five dimensional forms which are sensitive to only the four dimensional boundary and are independent of the fifth coordinate. There is likely an elegant topological proof of this fact.
Phenomenologically, the main manifestations of the anomaly in the physical world is in the processes ~r ° --, yy, 710 + ././, rr0, rl --' "¢e ' e, "/* --+ ~r*rr-rr °, and in processes related to these by CVC such as K --+ ~r~rev. We have extended the work of ref. [10] to show that although the rr ° ---, ./'/and rt + "/7 rates have no divergences at order E 6, the off-shell processes r/, rr°--* 7./* --' ye'e-do have such divergences. This requires the introduction of a counterterm at order E 6, of the form found by our general loop calculation. The interesting non-analytic structure of the renormalized one loop form factor is beyond the reach of present experiments. Therefore, the only modification to the physics of ~r °, ~/+ ./'/and ~r °, rl ---' ~,e" e , ~,p. ' # which is required by one loop correction is to use the physical values of F~, and /-~ in the two photon amplitudes. This puts the standard phenomenology of the anomaly on firmer grounds.
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